
Old Colony Summer Reading 2017 

The objective of the Old Colony Summer Reading Program is to promote a love of 
reading by focusing on student choice. Students will choose their summer reading book 
from a list of titles representing a range of interest levels AND create an accountability 
artifact. Students are able to preview and choose from the Summer Reading Book list 
below. Just as you guide the student concerning television, movies, and music; summer 
reading is a great opportunity to talk with the student about the types of books that 
he/she reads for pleasure. We suggest that each parent and/or guardian and student 
work together in making an appropriate choice. If you are unable to acquire a book, 
please contact Academic Coordinator, Linda Deady by Monday, August 1, 2017. We also 
encourage you to read the book with the student and have a discussion about it at home. 
Let's create a school-wide community of readers! 

Students are to come to school on the FIRST day of ACADEMICS with the accountability 
artifact.  This artifact will be handed in to the student’s respective English teacher, who 
will then score the artifact as the first graded assignment in English. This artifact can be 
an essay on a memorable quote, a piece of artwork, a compare and contrast assignment 
or a book recommendation (descriptions of each option and respective grading rubric 
are found below). FAILURE TO TURN IN THIS ACCOUNTABILITY ARTIFACT ON 
THE FIRST DAY OF ACADEMICS, WILL RESULT IN A ZERO (out of 100 points).  NO 
exceptions! Please discuss the importance of this assignment with the student.  The 
decision not to complete the Summer Reading requirement, will reinforce poor decision 
making that will affect student success.  During the first cycle of academics, students will 
deliver a (1-2 minute) presentation of the book. 

Accountability Artifact Options:  Students must choose one of the following 
assignments.  Assignments will be graded on the rubric provided. 

ALL essays must be typed and printed before the first day of school!  We are aware that 
technological issues often arise; we advise you to use the summer months wisely and 
efficiently (Please do not hesitate to check your community public library summer 
schedule for availability of technology.)  No handwritten essays will be accepted.   On  

 

 

ALL accountability artifacts - There MUST be a heading that includes: 

Name: ___________ Date : ______________ 

Grade: ______  Periods ______(to be filled in on first day of school) 

Book:  ____________ Author __________  Option # ____ 
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Option 1:  Memorable Quote  

Students will select a quote from the book.  Write an Open Response on why you chose 
this quote, the quote’s significance to the book (with at least 3 pieces of textual 
evidence).  Students will then present to his/her peers on how the quotation relates to 
the book and whether they agree or disagree with the quotation.  Students are expected 
to speak 1 – 2 minutes. (See Rubrics Below) 

It can be a quotation you: 

● Found memorable, powerful, inspirational, meaningful, etc. 
● Strongly agree or disagree with 

 

 

 

     Option 2:  Artwork 

Students will create a visual representation of the book and present to his/her peers, 
how it relates to the book and must include at least 3 pieces of evidence throughout the 
assignment.  (See Presentation and Artwork Rubrics attached)  Students are expected to 
speak 1 – 2 minutes.  

Examples of visual representations: 

● Create a new cover for the book 
● Illustrate an important scene 
● Draw a comic strip of your favorite scene.  BE CREATIVE! 
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  Option 3:  Compare and Contrast the Book vs Movie version 

Students will read the book AND watch the movie version.  Students will compare and 
contrast the book and movie based on the Book and Movie Comparison/Contrast Guide. 
(See below)  All responses need to be in complete sentences, including at least 3 pieces 
of evidence throughout the assignment.  Students will present their findings.  Students 
are expected to speak 1 – 2 minutes.  (Persuasive Essay Rubric below will be used for 
grading) 

 

 

 

Book and Movie Comparison/Contrast Questions: 

Setting:  Ways that the book and movie are the 
same …. 

Setting: Ways that the book and movie are 
different include… 

Characters: Ways that the book and movie are 
the same include… 

Characters: Ways that the book and movie are 
different include… 

Plot Events: Ways that the book and movie are 
the same include… 

Plot Events: Ways that the book and movie are 
different include… 

Resolution: Ways that the book and movie are 
the same include… 

Resolution: Ways that the book and movie are 
different include … 

Would you recommend the book or movie? Why?  You must give at least three reasons. 

  

    Option 4:  Book Recommendation 

Students will write a Persuasive essay addressing the question (Persuasive rubric 
below), “Would you recommend this book to a friend” and present to his/her peers at 
least 3 reasons why you would or would not.   (Presentation Rubric below)   When 
considering whether or not you would recommend the book keep in mind the: 

● Plot 
● Characters 
● Genre 
● Theme(s) 
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ARTWORK RUBRIC 

  Advanced 

4/20 points  

Proficient 

3/16 points 

Needs 
Improvement 

2/12 points 

Failing 

1/8 points 

Explanation of 
Reading 

Visual shows 
understanding of 
reading 

Visual shows 
minimal 
understanding of 
reading 

Visual does not show 
understanding of 
reading 

Did not complete 
as directed. 

Originality Visual 
demonstrates 
original thought 
and creativity 

Visual 
demonstrates 
minimal original 
thought or 
creativity 

Visual does not 
demonstrate any 
original thought or 
creativity 

Did not complete 
as directed. 

Reasons and 
Support 

Three or more 
pieces of visual 
evidence are 
included 

  

Two pieces of 
visual evidence 
are included 

Visual evidence is 
weak or missing 

Less than two pieces 
of evidence are 
included 

Did not complete 
as directed. 

Workmanship  Workmanship 
and effort good 

 Lacks 
workmanship – 
shows lack of 
effort 

Project lacks efficient 
workmanship  

Shows total lack of 
effort 

Did not complete 
as directed. 

Presentation Presents 
information, 
findings, 
arguments and 
supporting 
evidence clearly, 
concisely, and 
logically; 
audience can 
easily follow the 
line of reasoning 
(CC 9-12.SL.4) 

Presents 
information, 
findings, 
arguments and 
supporting 
evidence in a way 
that is not always 
clear, concise, 
and logical; line of 
reasoning is 
sometimes hard 
to follow 

Does not present 
information, 
arguments, ideas, or 
findings clearly, 
concisely, and 
logically; argument 
lacks supporting 
evidence; audience 
cannot follow the line 
of reasoning 

Did not complete 
as directed. 

 

Did Not Do Assignment _________/0 Total Score ____________ 
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PERSUASIVE ESSAY RUBRIC 

  Advanced 
4/20 points 
  

Proficient 
3/16 points 

Needs Improvement 
2/12 points 

Failing 
1/8 points 

Organization The introduction 
includes the main goal 
or thesis,  

Information is 
presented in a logical 
order. 

A conclusion is 
included, and clearly 
states a personal 
opinion 

The introduction 
includes the main goal 
or thesis,  

Most information is 
presented in a logical 
order. 

A conclusion is 
included, but it does not 
clearly state a personal 
opinion 

There is no clear 
introduction, structure, 
or conclusion 

Did not complete as 
directed. 

Goal or Thesis There is one goal or 
thesis that states a 
personal opinion and 
identifies the issue. 

A personal opinion is 
not clearly stated. 
There is little reference 
to the issue. 

The personal opinion 
is not easily 
understood. 

There is little to no 
reference to the issue 

Did not complete as 
directed. 

Reasons and 
Support 

Three or more 
reasons are stated 
with good support 

Two reasons are made 
but with weak 
arguments 

Arguments are weak 
or missing 

Less than two reasons 
are given 

Did not complete as 
directed. 

Grammar, 
Mechanics, & 
Spelling 

There are few errors 
in grammar, 
mechanics, and/or 
spelling, but they do 
not interfere with 
understanding 

There are several errors 
in grammar, mechanics, 
and/or spelling 

  

There are numerous 
errors in grammar 
mechanics, and/or 
spelling. 

Did not complete as 
directed. 

Presentation Presents info, 
findings, arguments & 
supporting evidence 
clearly, concisely, and 
logically; audience 
can easily follow the 
line of reasoning 

Presents information, 
findings, arguments and 
supporting evidence in 
a way that is not always 
clear, concise, and 
logical; line of reasoning 
is sometimes hard to 
follow 

Does not present 
information, 
arguments, ideas, or 
findings clearly, 
concisely, and 
logically; argument 
lacks supporting 
evidence; audience 
cannot follow the line 
of reasoning 

Did not complete as 
directed. 

 

Did Not Do Assignment _________/0 Total Score ____________ 
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OPEN RESPONSE RUBRIC 

  Advanced 

4/20 points 

  

Proficient 

3/16 points 

Needs Improvement 

2/12 points 

Failing 

1/8 points 

Organization The introduction includes 
the main goal or thesis, 

Information is presented in 
a logical order. 

A conclusion is included, 
and clearly states a 
personal opinion 

The introduction 
includes the main goal 
or thesis, 

Most information is 
presented in a logical 
order. 

A conclusion is 
included, but it does not 
clearly state a personal 
opinion 

There is no clear 
introduction, structure, 
or conclusion 

  

 Did not complete as 
directed. 

Goal or Thesis There is one goal or thesis 
that states a personal 
opinion and identifies the 
issue. 

A personal opinion is 
not clearly stated.  

There is little reference 
to the issue. 

The personal opinion is 
not easily understood. 

There is little to no 
reference to the issue 

 Did not complete as 
directed. 

Reasons and 
Support 

Relevant claim is made 

Three or more pieces of 
textual evidence are stated 
and connected (direct 
quotes and/or paraphrases) 

  

Relevant claim is made 

Two pieces of textual 
evidence are used but 
not connected to the 
claim(direct quotes 
and/or paraphrases) 

Claim is weak or 
missing 

Less than two pieces of 
textual evidence  are 
given (direct quotes 
and/or paraphrases) 

  

 Did not complete as 
directed. 

Grammar, 
Mechanics, & 
Spelling 

There are few errors in 
grammar, mechanics, 
and/or spelling, but they do 
not interfere with 
understanding 

There are several errors 
in grammar, mechanics, 
and/or spelling 

  

There are numerous 
errors in grammar 
mechanics, and/or 
spelling. 

  

 Did not complete as 
directed. 

Presentation Presents information, 
findings, arguments and 
supporting evidence clearly, 
concisely, and logically; 
audience can easily follow 
the line of reasoning 

Presents information, 
findings, arguments and 
supporting evidence in 
a way that is not always 
clear, concise, and 
logical; line of reasoning 
is sometimes hard to 
follow 

Does not present 
information, arguments, 
ideas, or findings 
clearly, concisely, and 
logically; argument 
lacks supporting 
evidence; audience 
cannot follow the line of 
reasoning 

 Did not complete as 
directed. 

 

Did Not Do Assignment _________/0 Total Score ____________ 
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